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Standard 4-4 The student will create written work that has a clear focus, 
sufficient detail, coherent organization, effective use of voice, 

and correct use of the conventions of written Standard American 
English. 

 

The teacher should continue to address earlier indicators as they apply to more 

difficult text. 

Instructional appendixes are provided as the baseline expectations for instruction 
and are not intended to be all-inclusive documents. 

Indicator 4-4.3 Create multiple-paragraph compositions that include a central 
idea with supporting details and use appropriate transitions 

between paragraphs. 
 

Definition of Revised Bloom’s Verb  

Create    Put elements together to form a coherent or functional whole; 
reorganize elements into a new pattern or structure 

 

Explanation of Indicator 
Students are expected at this level of knowledge to compose, construct, or explain 

their thoughts to write paragraphs. Fourth grade students demonstrate writing that 
is their own thoughts and writing that uses ideas they have gathered from various 
sources. Students are to combine or arrange their paragraphs to make multiple-

paragraph compositions. These compositions are to contain a central idea.  The 
central idea is the major topic of a passage or work that may be stated directly or 

inferred. Students are to include supporting details in writing their compositions. 
Students are to incorporate suitable transitions between the paragraphs they 
compose.  

 
Instructional Progression of Indicator 

The type of writing created by the student changes at each grade level. 
Additionally, some areas of focus for the creation of paragraphs differ at each grade 
level.   

 
What do students need to know before they can create 

paragraphs that include a topic sentence with supporting 
details and logical transitions?  

 Students should have had numerous opportunities to write 
paragraphs that contain a topic sentence and supporting details. 

 Students should have the ability to discuss the central thought or 

meaning of a paragraph or story.  
 Fourth grade students would profit from seeing literary models that 

show them the work of accomplished authors. Viewing and practice 
in following a model for one’s own writing should be a normal part 
of instruction.  

 Fourth graders need numerous opportunities to talk about how to 
write compositions with transitions between paragraphs. 
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 Fourth grade students should be able think about and add to class 
compositions that include a central idea and supporting details. 

These opportunities will provide the needed experiences that fourth 
graders need to compose their own multiple-paragraph 

compositions that have appropriate transitions between 
paragraphs.   

 

Within organizing writing, what have students been taught and 
what will they be taught in the future? The words in bold indicate 

a change from grade to grade. 
 
K-4.3    Use pictures, letters, or words to tell a story from beginning to end. 

1-4.3    Use pictures, letters, or words to tell a story from beginning to end. 
2-4.3 Create a paragraph that follows a logical sequence (including a 

 beginning, middle, and end) and uses transitional words. 
3-4.3 Create paragraphs that include a topic sentence with supporting 

details and logical transitions. 

5-4.3 Create multiple-paragraph compositions that include a central idea 
with supporting details and use appropriate transitions between 

paragraphs. 
6-4.3 Create multiple-paragraph compositions that include a central idea 

with supporting details and use appropriate transitions between 
paragraphs. 

 
When teaching organizing writing, what connections, links, or 
ties can be made to other indicators? 

4-1.7 Create responses to literary texts through a variety of methods (for 
 example, writing, creative dramatics, and the visual and performing 

arts). 

4-2.1 Summarize evidence that supports the central idea of a given 
 informational text. 

4-2.4 Create responses to informational texts through a variety of methods 
(for example, drawings, written works, and oral presentations). 

4-4.1 Generate and organize ideas for writing using prewriting techniques 
(for example, creating lists, having discussions, and examining 
literary models). 

4-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including simple and 
compound sentences) in writing. 

4-4.5 Use revision strategies to improve the organization and development 
of content and the quality of voice in written works. 

4-5.2 Create narratives containing details and a sequence of events that 
develop a plot. 

4-5.3 Create written descriptions using language that appeals to the 

readers’ senses. 
4-6.1 Clarify and refine a research topic. 

4-6.4 Paraphrase research information accurately and meaningfully. 
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Classroom Assessment  

Students should be taught and assessed using similar methods. Therefore, students 
should be assessed on their ability to apply in their writing the organizational skills 

they have been taught. For example, in this indicator, the verb is “create.” Fourth 
grade students are to use their own ideas and ideas gathered from a variety of 
sources to write their compositions.  Students are asked to compose multiple-

paragraph compositions that include a central idea and supporting details. Coherent 
paragraphs will be created when they use appropriate transitions between 

paragraphs. In fourth grade, organizing writing may be formally assessed during 
one-on-one writing conferences or using a writing rubric. Paragraphs may be 
informally assessed during small group sharing sessions. Writing can also be 

informally assessed during peer or self editing using a student rubric. When it is 
time for assessment, students should be asked to show what they have learned in 

the same way they were taught. For example, students may be writing in response 
to a prompt, in response to what was read, discussed or experienced, or be writing 
based upon free choice.  
 

Suggested Instructional Resources 
Professional Texts 

Culham, Ruth.  Using Picture Books to teach Writing with the Traits. Scholastic Inc.  
 

2004 
 
Cappelli, Rose and Lynne R Dorfman.  Mentor Texts: Teaching Writing Through  
 

 Children’s Literature K-6. Portland, ME: Stenhouse, 2007 
 

Dierking, Connie Campbell and Susan Anderson McElveen.  Teaching Writing Skills  
 

with Children’s Literature. Maupin House Publishing, 1998. 

 
Hall, Susan. Using Picture Books to Teach Literary Devices. Phoenix: Oryx Press.  

 
1990. 

 

McMackin, Mary C. and Nancy L. Witherell. Teaching Writing Through Differentiated   
 

 Instruction With Leveled Graphic Organizers. Teaching Strategies, 2005. 
 
Ray, Katie Wood. Wondrous Words: Writers and Writing in the Elementary School.  

 
Urbana: NCTE, 1999. 

 
 
 

 
 

http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3ARose+Cappelli&qt=hot_author
http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3ALynne+R+Dorfman&qt=hot_author
http://www.stenhouse.com/shop/pc/viewprd.asp?idProduct=9053&r=&REFERER=
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Student Texts 
There are many titles that teachers and students may select to better understand 

organizing writing. Library Media Specialists from the South Carolina Association of 
School Librarians (SCASL) are collaborating with the South Carolina Department of 

Education to provide a sampling of texts to match the indicators. This will continue 
be a work in progress. Teachers should collaborate with their library media 
specialists for additional suggestions. These titles can be used for read alouds, 

shared reading, and independent reading. While each title on the list has been read 
and reviewed by professionals, some of these titles may not meet the needs of each 

classroom environment. Teachers are encouraged to read the texts prior to using 
them in class.  
 

Nonprint Materials   
http://www.dpi.state.nc.us/curriculum/languagearts/secondary/writing/043organizi

ngwriting 
 
http://www.writedesignonline.com/organizers/ 

 
http://assist.educ.msu.edu/ASSIST/classroom/responds_to_students/support/diffpl

ans.pdf 
 

http://www.madison.k12.wi.us/sod/car/abstracts/361.pdf 
 
http://www.readwritethink.org/student_mat/index.asp 

 
http://www.paragraphpunch.com/ 

 
http://patternbasedwriting.com/elementary_writing_success/ 
 

http://www.education.com/activity/all-grades/all-
grades/writing/?cid=57000.0000021&s_kwcid=ContentNetwork|1789201765&gclid

=CPPwoIrT6pkCFQJ2xgoddDJvSw 
 
http://www.proteacher.com/070037.shtml 

 
 

http://www.dpi.state.nc.us/curriculum/languagearts/secondary/writing/043organizingwriting
http://www.dpi.state.nc.us/curriculum/languagearts/secondary/writing/043organizingwriting
http://www.writedesignonline.com/organizers/
http://assist.educ.msu.edu/ASSIST/classroom/responds_to_students/support/diffplans.pdf
http://assist.educ.msu.edu/ASSIST/classroom/responds_to_students/support/diffplans.pdf
http://www.madison.k12.wi.us/sod/car/abstracts/361.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/student_mat/index.asp
http://www.paragraphpunch.com/
http://patternbasedwriting.com/elementary_writing_success/
http://www.education.com/activity/all-grades/all-grades/writing/?cid=57000.0000021&s_kwcid=ContentNetwork|1789201765&gclid=CPPwoIrT6pkCFQJ2xgoddDJvSw
http://www.education.com/activity/all-grades/all-grades/writing/?cid=57000.0000021&s_kwcid=ContentNetwork|1789201765&gclid=CPPwoIrT6pkCFQJ2xgoddDJvSw
http://www.education.com/activity/all-grades/all-grades/writing/?cid=57000.0000021&s_kwcid=ContentNetwork|1789201765&gclid=CPPwoIrT6pkCFQJ2xgoddDJvSw
http://www.proteacher.com/070037.shtml

